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Transparency plays a key role in the literature on the societal impact of algorithms and arGficial 
intelligence (AI). More specifically, the lack of transparency in the development and deployment 
of algorithmic and AI systems is oMen – for good reason – described as a problem. It is in this 
context that the metaphor of the black box figures prominently and is used as an explanaGon 
for the emergence of new societal harms and injusGces resulGng from algorithmic systems (see, 
e.g., Pasquale 2016, Leerssen 2020, Wang 2022). 

The flipside of conceptualizing the lack of transparency as a cause or facilitator of societal harms 
and injusGces, is the call of more transparency as a regulatory objecGve. ‘Opening the black box’ 
should provide policy makers, regulators, academics, journalists, and ciGzens with more 
informaGon about the funcGoning of algorithmic systems. This, in turn, should help these 
various actors to both anGcipate and miGgate risks. A prominent and recent example is the 
European Union’s legislaGve agenda including the Digital Services Act, Digital Markets Act, and 
the AI Act. New transparency obligaGons play a key role in the EU’s legislaGve push to hold 
provides of algorithmic systems accountable for societal harms and injusGces (Eifert et al. 2021). 

Despite the loud calls of various actors for be]er transparency pracGces around AI and 
algorithmic systems, most companies developing and deploying these systems are sGll very 
reluctant to do so for at least two reasons. First, they claim that ‘the algorithm’ is their secret 
sauce which secures their compeGGve edge vis-à-vis compeGtors (see, e.g., Dhinakaran 2021). 
Second, opening up their algorithms to public scruGny could result, so they claim, in users using 
the new-found informaGon to (learn to) game the algorithm for be]er personal outcomes 
(Cofone & Strandberg 2019). In the emerging tug of war between companies using opaque 
algorithms and other actors trying to pry open the black boxes, we observe a possibly new 
market dynamic that can turn this ongoing transparency debate upside down. 

In this paper we explore a new phenomenon in the marketplace: Instead of worrying about 
users’ potenGal manipulaGon of algorithms to secure be]er personal outcomes, some 
companies have been deliberately opening parts of its black-boxed algorithms to their users and 
inform/coach them how to game their own algorithmic recommendaGon and curaGon systems. 
Notedly, such a deliberate transparency of algorithmic systems is oMen packaged in a 
commercial service that is only accessible by those who pay a premium. As a result, transparent 
AI, a desirable high-level objec7ve for democra7c socie7es, has turned into a business model 



for companies. A prominent example is Tinder, which announced a paid-for coaching service 
(‘Tinder Concierge’) to help users opGmize their profiles to perform be]er vis-à-vis non-paying 
compeGtors on the daGng ‘market’ in the opaque workings of Tinder’s own algorithm. Such 
paid-for algorithm gaming tools not only provide some insight on how its algorithm works but 
also promise be]er outcomes to those who pay.  

This new transparency-as-a-premium-service phenomenon raises, at least, two sets of 
ques7ons we seek to address. First, this business model raises quesGons about (new?) 
incenGves for companies. If lack of transparency serves as the necessary precondiGons for 
offering a premium service that helps some – i.e., the paying – users to overcome a lack of 
transparency for be]er personal outcomes vis-à-vis non-paying users, then companies have an 
incen7ve to ar7ficially introduce even more opaqueness. In exploring this dynamic, we can 
draw on literatures on for instance search engine opGmizaGon (e.g., Ziewitz 2019) and 
freemium gaming (Sax & Ausloos 2021) where a similar dynamic seems to be present.  

Second, we want to explore ethical challenges introduced by transparency-as-a-premium-
service. From an ethical perspecGve, the deliberate introducGon or maintenance of a lack of 
transparency for the explicit purpose to capitalize on that very same lack of transparency, seems 
conceptually similar to cases of exploitaGon (e.g., Elster 1982, Roemer 1982, Mayer 2007, 
Zwolinski 2012, McKeowan 2016, Wollner 2019), parasiGsm (Van Donselaar 2009), and 
manipulaGon (Lanzing 2019, Susser et al. 2019, Sax 2022). So, one objecGve is to use theories of 
exploita7on, parasi7sm, and manipula7on to conceptualize the rela7on between providers of 
transparency-as-a-premium-service and their (non-)users. Another, related, objecGve is to use 
the conceptual analysis to theorize wrong-making features of such provider-user relaGons. 

The overall aim of the paper is to provide a first conceptual and ethical exploraGon of the 
‘transparency-as-a-premium-service’ phenomenon. The resulGng analysis should reveal 1) what 
is – or isn’t – disGnct about transparency-as-a-premium-service; 2) what is – or isn’t – 
problemaGc about this phenomenon; and 3) whether transparency-as-a-premium-service 
warrants regulatory a]enGon. 
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